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1 Introduction
1.1 Project Background
AECOM (the ‘Consultant’) has been commissioned by The Coal Authority (the ‘Client’) to prepare a Written
Scheme of Investigation (WSI) for an archaeological watching brief during geotechnical investigations in advance
of the construction of a Mine Water Treatment Scheme for the Nenthead Mine (hereafter referred to as the
“Site”). The geotechnical investigations are partially located within the boundaries of the scheduled monument of
lead mines, ore works and smeltmill at Nenthead (NHLE 1015858) and therefore the work requires
scheduled monument consent before proceeding.

This WSI and accompanying figures set out the methodology required for archaeological monitoring of works to
be carried out within the Site. An Archaeological Contractor (the ‘Archaeological Contractor’) shall be appointed to
undertake the archaeological monitoring (watching brief) and supervision of geotechnical Ground Investigation
(GI) works by the Client’s appointed contractor (the ‘GI Contractor’). The Archaeological Contractor will complete
and submit a report on any findings and results.

The WSI has been prepared by the Consultant on behalf of the Client in accordance with guidance provided by
the Chartered Institute for Archaeologists (CIfA) Standard and Guidance for an Archaeological Watching Brief
(2014b). The WSI will be approved by the County of Cumbria Archaeologist and will support the application for
scheduled monument consent.

1.2 Site Details and the Proposed Development
The Site is located approximately 0.9 km to the south east of Nenthead.

The Capelcleugh adit is located at the Nent Mines car park adjacent to the Nenthead Mines Heritage Centre.
The Site is located to the south-east of the adit, upstream of the current mine water discharge location and is
bounded to the north by the A689 and to the south by a quarry track. The western edge of the treatment site
steeply slopes down to the mine museum and to the east is open countryside. Part of the main treatment site is
within the scheduled monument of the lead mines, ore works and smeltmill at Nenthead.

The wider area is rural in character and dominated by farmland / pasture. A number of farm properties, including
residential buildings are located within 500 m of the site including Mill Cottage, Hilltop Cottages, Nenthead
House, Eastern House, Thornleigh and Granary Cottage.

The current plans for the proposed development comprise three compost based treatment ponds (CBTPs), one
balancing pond, one wetland, a single storey, pitched roof, stone clad building housing plant for chemical dosing
and welfare facilities, access and maintenance tracks. The development would also include a mine water capture
structure, pumping station, transfer pipelines to and from the main treatment site and a new outfall to the River
Nent.

This document has been prepared to accompany an initial phase of GI works required on the site.  The GI works
will entail the excavation of 15 boreholes and 28 test pits, the latter measuring a maximum of 2m x 2m.

1.3 Aims and Objectives
The broad objective of the archaeological monitoring outlined in this WSI is to monitor the GI works and to record,
insofar as is possible, the location, date, and extent of archaeological deposits that may be identified during
works, and to inform on the possible presence of archaeological resources within the proposed development
(CIfA 2015).

The investigation will result in a comprehensive and structured record that takes into account relevant research
agendas and research themes, particularly research agenda for the north-west region (Brennand 2007), and a
report that is commensurate with the significance of the remains.

Aims specific to the proposed development include:
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· Where possible, to determine the presence and date of unknown surviving features associated with historic
mining and smelting activities at Nenthead, particularly those that relate to the scheduled remains of 18th to
19th century lead mining. However, were possible archaeological assets are encountered on the surface, GI
works will be micro-sited to avoid damage to remains.;

· Assess the degree to which deposits have been disturbed or truncated by the later mining operations and
20th century developments;

· Confirm the presence or absence of any other surviving archaeological remains within the Site; and

· Preserve by record the sequence, thickness and elevation of the stratigraphic units, archaeological
horizons, which survive between the current ground surface and underlying bedrock.

2 Archaeological and Historical
Background

A full baseline will be produced as part of the archaeology and cultural heritage chapter due to be prepared as
part of the Environmental Impact Assessment.

There is one designated asset within the Site boundary, this being the lead mines, ore works and smeltmill at
Nenthead (NHLE 1015858). This monument covers multiple areas of a large landscape around Nenthead, with
parts of the Site falling within the eastern scheduled area.

There are 12 grade II listed buildings within 1km of the proposed development. No World Heritage sites,
registered battlefields, registered parks and gardens, or conservation areas were identified within the 1km study
area.

A full search of the Cumbria Historic Environment Record was not undertaken as part of the WSI preparation,
however a review of online sources would suggest that a number of undesignated heritage assets have been
recorded in the 1 km study area. The Alston area was investigated by Historic England’s (then English Heritage)
North Pennines National Mapping Programme project in 2009-2011. This project identified extensive prehistoric,
Roman, medieval and later activity from aerial photography, LiDAR data analysis and field survey.

The majority of the visible remains in the landscape, and the remains that form the focus of the scheduled
monument designation, are linked to the history of lead mining in the area. Although the exploitation of natural
resources, including lead and silver, can be traced back to Roman times in the wider area, it was not until the 17th

century that large-scale mining commenced at Nenthead (Turnbull 2006). The draw of work in the newly opened
mines resulted in the development of settlements like Nenthead, with mining becoming the dominant form of
employment and the structures linked with the industry leaving their mark on the landscape.

3 Scope of Work
3.1 General Works
All archaeological works will be carried out in accordance with this WSI and any further instructions from the
Consultant. This design takes account of the guidance provided by the Chartered Institute for Archaeologists
(CIfA) Code of Conduct (CIfA 2014a), the Standard and Guidance for Archaeological Watching briefs (CIfA
2014b), and other current and relevant good practice and standards and guidance (refer to Appendix A).

The locations of the GI test pits to be monitored are presented in Figure 2.

The Archaeological Contractor shall prepare and submit a Risk Assessment and Method Statement (RAMS) for
the watching brief prior to the commencement of the fieldwork. The draft RAMS will be submitted to the
Consultant and the GI Contractor for their review and approval. If appropriate, the Method Statement shall be
prepared in association with the GI Contractor, taking account of their Environmental Management Procedures
and Health and Safety Plan(s).
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It is unlikely that the investigation will expose contaminated deposits, however, the basic approach to risk
assessment for contaminated land shall be followed as set out in ‘Land Contamination and Archaeology, Good
Practice Guide’ (Historic England, 2017). The GI Contractor will provide the Archaeological Contractor with any
information with regard to contaminated land. The methodology for dealing with contaminated land should be
outlined in the Archaeological Contractor’s RAMS but should largely reflect, as appropriate, the approach set out
by the GI Contractor.

The Archaeological Contractor shall liaise with the appointed GI Contractor to ensure that the targeted watching
brief is undertaken in an organised, efficient and professional manner.

All parties shall have full regard for the safety of all personnel on site, including measures to ensure the safety of
all.

The Archaeological Contractor will undertake the works according to this Specification and any subsequent
written variations. No variation from or changes to the Specification will occur except by prior agreement with the
Consultant and the Client.

3.2 Specific Works
An archaeological watching brief is required in all areas of stripping undertaken as part of the GI works. The main
focus of this work will be the initial stripping of Trial Pits (TP), although hand excavated started pits for Bore Holes
(BH) will also be monitored if they are located near known archaeological sites. No stripping is required for
temporary compounds or access tracks.

All access to the site will be arranged through the GI Contractor. The Archaeological Contractor will adhere to the
health and safety requirements of the GI contractor, undertaking any specific induction or risk assessment
required.

The GI Contractor will be responsible for providing suitable plant for the topsoil/subsoil stripping for the duration
of the archaeological targeted watching brief.

The GI Contractor shall provide a suitable and safe position from which the Archaeological Contractor can
effectively monitor the topsoil/subsoil stripping, and allow the Archaeological Contractor sufficient time to
investigate any archaeological remains that are exposed as a result of the soil stripping operation.

3.3 Methodology
The area designated for targeted archaeological watching brief will be stripped with the mechanical plant. This
means the stripping of topsoil, subsoil or other overburden in level spits, using a back-acting mechanical plant
fitted with a toothless bucket, in such a manner as to expose as cleanly as possible the archaeological surface.
Where surface materials or foundations are exceptionally difficult to lift, they should be broken up first, and a
toothed bucket may be used temporarily to do this.

The GI Contractor will allow the Archaeological Contractor access to the test pits, within the limits defined by their
health and safety procedures and site rules, to carry out any necessary recording of archaeological remains. It is
anticipated however that the majority of the watching brief will entail observation and recording from the top of the
test pits.

If significant archaeological remains are identified during the test pit excavation, the GI works will cease. The
Archaeological Contractor will record the date, time and duration of all visits required to complete the monitoring
in the specified area. If requested by the Client, timesheets will be prepared and submitted on a weekly/daily
basis to the Client and also to the GI Contractor and Consultant.

Any significant archaeological remains identified will be recorded and protected prior to the test pit being
backfilled.

If for any reason it is not feasible for the Archaeological Contractor to carry out the targeted archaeological
watching brief within the specified area, the Consultant will be notified immediately, who will then notify the Client.
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3.4 Hand Excavation
Archaeological recording, where permissible in accordance with the GI Contractor’s Health and Safety
procedures and site rules, will entail:

· limited hand cleaning of archaeological sections and surfaces sufficient to establish the stratigraphic
sequence exposed;

· the collection of dating evidence from in situ deposits and visual scanning of spoil heaps for dateable
artefacts;

· a scaled drawn record of representative exposed sections and surfaces;

· photographs of exposed deposits within the trial pits, with an appropriate scale, and sufficient further
photographs to establish the setting of the groundworks undertaken; and

· a record of the datum levels of the archaeological deposits.

Where no archaeological remains are encountered, a photographic record will be taken of the test pit and a
written description with sketch section will be taken.

3.5 Recording
A full written, drawn and photographic record will be made of all archaeological remains, in accordance with
standard archaeological methodologies (Appendix A).

The location and depth of each test pit monitored will be recorded. The stratigraphic sequence encountered will
also be recorded, even where no archaeological deposits have been identified.

Where appropriate, i.e. where archaeological remains are encountered, detailed hand-drawn plans and sections
of features will be produced at an appropriate scale (normally 1:50 or 1:20 for plans and 1:10 for sections). All
plans and sections will include spot heights relative to Ordnance Datum in metres, correct to two decimal places.

Digital photography will be used to record the watching brief and will follow Archaeological Data Service advice
for secure long term storage and migration of files. In addition to records of archaeological features, a number of
general site photographs will also be taken to give an overview of the site. Particular attention should be paid to
obtaining shots suitable for displays, exhibitions and other publicity. The photographer of the general shots taken
for this purpose should ensure that all members of staff included in the photographs are wearing appropriate
Personal Protective Equipment (PPE).

3.6 Artefact Recovery
All artefacts will be collected, stored and processed in accordance with standard methodologies and national
guidelines (refer to Appendix A). Except for modern artefacts, all finds will be collected and retained.

The Archaeological Contractor will clarify the Collection Policy in the Method Statement, and will ensure that it is
in line with relevant local authority guidelines. Each ‘significant find’ will be recorded three dimensionally.
Similarly, if artefact scatters are encountered these should be also recorded three dimensionally. Bulk finds will
be collected and recorded by context.

All recovered artefacts will be stabilised, conserved and stored in accordance with the current national
conservation guidelines and standards (see Appendix A). If necessary, a conservator will visit the site to
undertake ‘first aid’ conservation treatment.

Artefacts will be stored in appropriate materials and conditions, and monitored to minimise further deterioration.

3.7 Environmental Sampling
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Any samples taken must come from appropriately cleaned surfaces, and will be collected with clean tools and will
be placed in clean containers. They will be adequately recorded and labelled and a register of all samples will be
kept. If samples have been obtained, they will be stored appropriately in a secure location prior to being sent to
the appropriate specialist.

3.8 Human Remains
Should human remains be discovered during the course of the excavations, the remains will be covered and
protected and left in situ in the first instance, in accordance with current best practice. The Archaeological
Contractor will notify the Consultant who will arrange to contact H.M. Coroner

The removal of human remains will only take place in accordance with a licence from the Ministry of Justice and
under the appropriate Environmental Health regulations and the Burial Act 1857.

3.9  Treasure
Any recovered artefacts that fall within the scope of the Treasure Act 1996 and Treasure (Designation) Order
2002 will be reported to the Consultant and to H. M. Coroner immediately.

Artefacts that are classified as ‘treasure’ will be removed to a safe place but where removal cannot be effected on
the same working day as the discovery, suitable security measures must be taken to protect the finds from
damage or unauthorised removal.

3.10  Finds Processing
Initial processing of finds (and if appropriate other samples) will be carried out concurrently with the fieldwork.
The processing of finds will be finished shortly after completion of the investigations. The finds will be retained
(according to the Artefact Recovery section), washed, marked, bagged and logged on a MS Access or GIS
database (or equivalent), together with their locations (if applicable) according to the National Grid (eastings,
northings) and Ordnance Datum (height), accurate to two decimal places.

The finds assemblage will be treated, labelled and stored in accordance with the appropriate Historic England
guidance documents and the Institute of Conservation guidelines (refer to Appendix A). At all times the
Consultant shall ensure that the processing of the assemblage is in accordance with the requirements of the
receiving museum as set out by their relevant policies and procedures. Archives currently accepting
archaeological material from Eden District include the Kendal Museum of Natural History and Archaeology and
the Dales Countryside Museum.

If appropriate, each category of find or each material type will be examined by a suitably qualified archaeologist
or specialist and the results incorporated into a fieldwork report.

The deposition of any finds collected during the watching brief and the related archive forms the final stage of this
project. The Archaeological Contractor shall provide the Consultant with copies of communication with the
receiving museum and written confirmation of the deposition of the archive. The Consultant will deal with the
transfer of ownership and copyright issues.

3.11 Unexpectedly Significant or Complex
Discoveries

Should there be unexpectedly significant or complex discoveries made that warrant, in the professional judgment
of the archaeologist on site, more detailed recording than is appropriate within the terms of this specification, then
the Archaeological Contractor will discuss the matter with the Consultant and the County of Cumbria
Archaeologist before proceeding.

3.12 Completion of Fieldwork
The Archaeological Contractor shall prepare and submit a Completion Statement to the Consultant within one
working day of completing the survey.
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The site will be left in a tidy, professional, and safe condition, and the Archaeological Contractor will ensure that
all materials brought onto site are removed.

An OASIS entry shall be completed at the end of the fieldwork, irrespective of whether a formal report is required.
The Archaeological Contractor will complete the online form at http://ads.ahds.ac.uk/project/oasis/ within one
month following completion of the fieldwork.  Archaeological contractors are advised to contact OASIS
(oasis@ads.ahds.ac.uk) for technical advice.

3.13 Monitoring, Progress Report and Meetings
The archaeological investigations may be subject to monitoring visits by the Consultant who will have unrestricted
access to the investigation, site records or any other information. The work will be inspected to ensure that it is
being carried out to the required standards and that it will achieve the stated objectives.

Verbal progress reports will be provided to the Consultant upon request. Weekly written progress reports (via
email each Monday morning) will be sent to the Consultant by the Archaeological Contractor whilst the fieldwork
is on-going. In addition, progress meetings between the Consultant, the County of Cumbria Archaeologist and the
Client may be held on site during the course of the investigations and will be arranged by the Consultant.

4 Reporting
A Fieldwork Report will be submitted in draft to the Consultant for review, who will then forward it to the Client
within four weeks of the completion of the archaeological watching brief. The preparation of the site archive will
be undertaken in accordance with this WSI and will follow relevant archaeological standards and national policy
and guidance.

The finds and samples will be processed (cleaned and marked) as appropriate. Each category of find or
environmental/ industrial material will be examined by a suitably qualified archaeologist or specialist and the
results incorporated into a fieldwork assessment report.

The content and scope of the report shall be dependent upon the findings, but it shall be undertaken in
accordance with this specification and current good practice and guidance (Appendix A). Typically, the
assessment report shall contain the following:

· Title page or cover sheet giving key project details;

· A signed QA sheet detailing as a minimum - title, author, version, date, checked by, approved by;

· A non-technical summary;

· Acknowledgements;

· Site details, including location, OASIS reference, grid reference geology and soils, place of deposition of the
archive, museum accession number, full dates of work and any relevant details of the project’s history;

· A site location drawing;

· The archaeological and historical background;

· The methodology employed;

· The aims and objectives of the investigations;

· The results of the monitoring, including a full description, assessment of condition, quality and significance
of the remains

· A stratigraphic matrix (if appropriate);

· If human remains are encountered the report will include a statement that addresses the future retention of
the material, including, if appropriate, options for reburial;

· If appropriate, an assessment of and conclusions on the significance of the results  in their local, regional
and national context, cross-referenced to the Regional Research Framework and research agenda;
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· The current and proposed arrangements for long-term conservation and archive storage (including details of
the accredited repository details);

· General and detailed plans showing the location of the watching brief accurately positioned on an Ordnance
Survey base map (at an appropriate and recognised scale);

· Detailed plans and sections illustrating archaeological features and relationships between features (at an
appropriate and recognised scale);

· Colour photographic plates illustrating work in progress and archaeological discoveries;

· A list of all finds that fall within the scope of the Treasure Act and associated legislation;

· A statement of potential with recommendations for further work and analysis;  

· A copy of the OASIS data collection form;

· Bibliography;

· An appendix illustrating specific finds and general working shots or portraits of specific features or
structures, as appropriate;

· An appendix listing all the recorded features & contexts with detailed descriptions, locations and final spot
dates or phasing;

· An appendix containing separate finds catalogue by context and find types. Specialist artefact assessment
reports, palaeoenvironmental reports, or their equivalent; and

· A cross-referenced index of the project archive.

If in the opinion of the Archaeological Contractor and the Consultant the results warrant a publication the
Archaeological Contractor will include in their assessment report a section that describes what additional analysis
is required to prepare the publication, alongside a full justification. All work that is required (analysis and
publication) shall be fully costed, and the assessment report will include a timetable for undertaking this work.

One bound hard copy and a digital pdf copy (complete with illustrations and plates) of the completed draft report
will be submitted to the Consultant. The Consultant will submit a copy of the draft report to the County of Cumbria
Archaeologist for comment. In finalising the report, the comments of the Consultant and the County of Cumbria
Archaeologist will be taken into account.

Two bound copies and a digital version (PDF) will be submitted to the Consultant within two weeks of the receipt
of comments on the draft report.

Digital files containing image files in JPEG or TIFF format, digital text files shall be submitted in Microsoft Word
format, illustrations in AutoCAD format or ArcView shapefile format. A fully collated version of the report shall be
included in PDF format.

The Consultant (on behalf of the Client) shall submit copies of the finalised fieldwork assessment report to the
County of Cumbria Archaeologist (two bound paper copies and a pdf). The report will become a public document
after an appropriate period of time.

5  Resources and Timetable
An experienced and qualified archaeologist shall monitor the GI works. All staff will be suitably qualified and
experienced professionals and hold valid Construction Skills Certification Scheme (CSCS) cards to be provided
to the GI Contractor upon request. The GI Contractor will confirm the type of card required prior to works
commencing.

All staff will be fully briefed and aware of the work required under this specification and will understand the
objectives of the investigation and methodologies to be employed.

The watching brief will be undertaken in accordance with the GI Contractor’s programme. The works could be
subject to clearance from other environmental disciplines, such as ecological constraints prior to works beginning
on site.
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The Consultant will notify the County of Cumbria Archaeologist of the commencement of the fieldwork at the
earliest opportunity.

It is anticipated that the watching brief shall be carried out by a single archaeological operative. Additional
resources may be deployed during the watching brief but only with the approval of the Consultant and with the
agreement of the Client.

The Archaeological Contractor shall provide early warnings for any delays to the works’ timetable or programme
issues. The early warnings will be sent to the Consultant.

6  Confidentiality and Publicity
Archaeological works may attract the interest of the public and the press. All communication regarding this project
is in the first instance to be directed to the Consultant who will refer all inquiries to the Client without making any
unauthorised statements or comments.

The Consultant will not disseminate information or images associated with the project for publicity or information
purposes without the prior written consent of the Client.

7 Copyright
The Archaeological Contractor shall assign copyright in all reports, documentation and images produced as part
of this project to Client. The Archaeological Contractor shall retain the right to be identified as the author or
originator of the material. This applies to all aspects of the project. It is the responsibility of the Archaeological
Contractor to obtain such rights from sub-contracted specialists.

The Archaeological Contractor may apply in writing to use or disseminate any of the project archive or
documentation (including images). Such permission will not be unreasonably withheld.

The results of the archaeological works shall be submitted to the Client and the County of Cumbria Archaeologist,
and will ultimately be made available for public access.

8 General Project Requirements
8.1  Access Arrangements and Site Information
Access to the proposed development Site in order carry-out the archaeological watching brief will be arranged
and organised with the GI Contractor. Designated routes into and out of the area(s) will be identified and will be
adhered to at all times.

The schedule for the archaeological watching brief will be agreed in advance with the GI Contractor.

The archaeological works shall not extend beyond the specified Trial Pits, and works will be relocated/micro-sited
should obvious archaeological remains be encountered on the surface.

8.2 Insurances, Health and Safety
The Archaeological Contractor will provide the Consultant with details of their public and professional indemnity
insurance cover.

The Archaeological Contractor will have their own Health and Safety policies compiled using national guidelines,
which conform to all relevant Health and Safety legislation and best practice. A copy of the Archaeological
Contractor’s Health and Safety policy will be submitted to the Consultant prior to the start of the archaeological
investigations.
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The Archaeological Contractor shall prepare Risk Assessment(s) and Method Statement (RAMS), and a project
specific Health and Safety Plan and submit these to the Consultant for approval prior to starting on site (refer to
Section 3). The Archaeological Contractor will not be permitted to start on site until the Client has received
confirmation that the Plan is acceptable for the proposed works. If amendments are required to these reports
during the works, the Consultant and any other relevant party must be provided with the revised document at the
earliest opportunity.

All staff involved in the fieldwork should be Construction Skills Certification Scheme (CSCS) qualified to a
minimum standard as an 'Archaeologist Technician' and hold a valid CSCS card.

All site personnel will familiarise themselves with the following:

· Site emergency and evacuation procedures;

· The site’s health and safety coordinator;

· The first aider; and

· The location of the nearest hospital and doctor’s surgery.

The Archaeological Contractor’s supervisor will maintain a record of site attendance and complete a daily briefing
at the start of work for each day that there is a team in the field.

All site personnel will wear personal protective equipment (PPE) as defined by the Archaeological Contractor’s
risk assessment undertaken in accordance with mandatory requirements. All personnel will complete a site
induction as set out by the GI Contractor and adhere to site specific safety rules and regulations outlined therein.
All equipment that is used in the course of the fieldwork must be 'fit for purpose' and be maintained in a sound
working condition that complies with all relevant Health and Safety regulations and recommendations.

The GI Contractor will assure the provision and maintenance of adequate, suitable and sufficient welfare and
sanitary facilities at appropriate locations for the duration of the works.

8.3 Adherence to Project Design
The Archaeological Contractor will undertake the works according to this Specification and any subsequent
written variations. No variation from or changes to the Specification will occur except by prior agreement with the
Consultant.
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AAI&S 1997 Aspects of Illustration: prehistoric pottery. Association of Archaeological Illustrators and Surveyors
Technical Paper 13

AAI&S n.d. Introduction to Drawing Archaeological Pottery. Association of Archaeological Illustrators and
Surveyors, Graphic Archaeology Occasional Papers 1

ACBMG 2004 Draft Minimum Standards for the Recovery, Analysis and Publication of Ceramic Building Material.
3rd edition. Archaeological Ceramic Building Materials Group
http://www.tegula.freeserve.co.uk/acbmg/CBMGDE3.htm

ADS 2011 Archaeology Data Service / Digital Antiquity Guides to Good Practice. Archaeology Data Service,
University of York http://guides.archaeologydataservice.ac.uk/g2gp/Main

AEA, 1995, Environmental Archaeology and Archaeological Evaluations. Recommendations concerning the
environmental archaeology component of archaeological evaluations in England. Working Papers of the
Association for Environmental Archaeology No 2

AML 1994 A Strategy for the Care and Investigation of Finds. Ancient Monuments Laboratory, English Heritage

APABE/EH 2013 Science and the Dead: A guideline for the destructive sampling of human remains for scientific
analysis. Advisory Panel on the Archaeology of Burials in England/English Heritage
http://www.archaeologyuk.org/apabe/Science_and_the_Dead.pdf

BABAO and IFA, 2004, Guidelines to the Standards for Recording Human Remains. British Association for
Biological Anthropology and Osteoarchaeology and Institute of Field Archaeologists. Institute of Field
Archaeologists Technical Paper 7 (Reading) http://www.babao.org.uk/assets/Uploads/HumanremainsFINAL3.pdf

BABAO 2010 Code of Ethics. Working-group for ethics and practice. British Association of Biological
Anthropology and Osteoarchaeology http://www.babao.org.uk/index/cms-filesystem-
action/code%20of%20ethics.pdf

BABAO 2010 Code of Practice. BABAO Working-group for ethics and practice. British Association of Biological
Anthropology and Osteoarchaeology http://www.babao.org.uk/index/cms-filesystem-
action/code%20of%20practice.pdf

BABAO 2012 BABAO position statement on methods of reburial of human remains. British Association of
Biological Anthropology and Osteoarchaeology http://www.babao.org.uk/index/reburialissues

Barber, B, Carver, J, Hinton, P and Nixon, T 2008 Archaeology and development. A good practice guide to
managing risk and maximising benefit. Construction Industry Research and Information Association Report C672

Barnes, A 2011 ‘Close-Range Photogrammetry: a guide to good practice’, in Archaeology Data Service / Digital
Antiquity Guides to Good Practice. Archaeology Data Service, York
http://guides.archaeologydataservice.ac.uk/g2gp/Photogram_Toc

Bewley, RH 1993 Aerial photography for archaeology, in J Hunter & I Ralston (eds) Archaeological Resource
Management in the UK. An Introduction, 197-204, Sutton Publishing, Stroud

Brickley, M and McKinley, JI 2004 Guidelines to the Standards for Recording Human Remains. IFA Professional
Practice Paper No. 7, British Association for Biological Anthropology and Osteoarchaeology and Institute of Field
Archaeologists, Reading http://www.babao.org.uk/HumanremainsFINAL.pdf
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Brickstock, RJ 2004 The Production, Analysis and Standardisation of Romano-British Coin Reports. English
Heritage, Swindon https://www.historicengland.org.uk/images-books/publications/production-analysis-and-
standardisation-of-romano-british-coin/

Brown, A and Perrin, K 2000 A Model for the Description of Archaeological Archives. Information Management &
Collections. English Heritage Centre for Archaeology/Institute of Field Archaeologists, Reading http://www.eng-
h.gov.uk/archives/archdesc.pdf

Brown, DH 2011 Safeguarding Archaeological Information. Procedures for minimising risk to undeposited
archaeological archives. English Heritage https://www.historicengland.org.uk/images-
books/publications/safeguarding-archaeological-information/

Brown, DH 2011 Archaeological Archives: A guide to best practice in creation, compilation, transfer and curation.
2nd edition. Institute of Field Archaeologists/Archaeological Archives Forum (Reading)
http://www.archaeologyuk.org/archives/aaf_archaeological_archives_2011.pdf

Buikstra, J.E. and Ubelaker D.H. (eds) 1994 Standards for Data Collection from Human Skeletal Remains.
Arkansas Archaeological Survey Research Series 44, Fayetteville, Arkansas

CIfA 2014 Code of Conduct. Chartered Institute for Archaeologists, Reading, December 2014
http://www.archaeologists.net/sites/default/files/node-files/CodesofConduct.pdf

CIfA 2014 Standard and guidance for the creation, compilation, transfer and deposition of archaeological
archives. Chartered Institute for Archaeologists, Reading, December 2014
http://www.archaeologists.net/sites/default/files/node-files/CIFAS&GArchives_0.pdf

CIfA 2014 Standard and guidance for the collection, documentation, conservation and research of archaeological
materials. Chartered Institute for Archaeologists, Reading, December 2014
http://www.archaeologists.net/sites/default/files/node-files/CIfAS&GFinds.pdf

CIfA 2014 Standard and guidance for commissioning work on, or providing consultancy advice on, archaeology
and the historic environment. Chartered Institute for Archaeologists, Reading, December 2014
http://www.archaeologists.net/sites/default/files/node-files/CIfAS&GCommissioning.pdf

CIfA 2014 Standard and guidance. Excavation. Chartered Institute for Archaeologists, Reading, December 2014
http://www.archaeologists.net/sites/default/files/node-files/CIfAS&GExcavation.pdf

CIfA 2014 Standard and guidance. Field evaluation. Chartered Institute for Archaeologists, Reading, December
2014 http://www.archaeologists.net/sites/default/files/node-files/CIfAS&GFieldevaluation.pdf

CIfA 2014 Standard and guidance. Forensic archaeologists. Chartered Institute for Archaeologists, Reading,
December 2014 http://www.archaeologists.net/sites/default/files/node-files/CIfAS&GForensics_0.pdf

CIfA 2014 Standard and guidance. Archaeological watching brief. Chartered Institute for Archaeologists, Reading,
December 2014 http://www.archaeologists.net/sites/default/files/node-files/CIfAS&GWatchingbrief.pdf

CIfA 2014 Standard and guidance. Appendices. Chartered Institute for Archaeologists, Reading, December 2014
http://www.archaeologists.net/sites/default/files/node-files/CIfAS&GAppendices.pdf

CIfA 2014 An introduction to providing career entry training in your organisation. CIfA Professional Practice Paper
No. 11, Chartered Institute for Archaeologists, Reading http://www.archaeologists.net/sites/default/files/node-
files/2014.PPP_.Training-toolkit-web_0.pdf

CIfA 2014 Policy statements (Equal opportunities in archaeology; Health and safety ; The use of volunteers and 
students on archaeological projects; Environmental protection; Self-employment and the use of self-employed
sub-contractors; The use of training posts on archaeological project). Chartered Institute for Archaeologists,
Reading http://www.archaeologists.net/sites/default/files/node-files/PolicyStatements.pdf

CIRIA 2015 Environmental good practice on site (fourth edition). CIRIA C741. Construction Industry Research
and Information Association

Collett, L 2012 An introduction to drawing archaeological pottery. IfA Professional Practice Paper No. 10, Institute
for Archaeologists, Reading
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Countryside Agency 2006 Landscape: beyond the view. A simple guide to understanding the forces and
influences that shape our landscapes and their character. Countryscape for Countryside Agency, September
2006 http://publications.naturalengland.org.uk/publication/2705143?category=60007

Darvill, T and Atkins, M 1991 Regulating Archaeological Works by Contract. IFA Technical Paper No 8, Institute of
Field Archaeologists, Reading

Davis, M.J., Gdaniec, K.L.A., Bryce, M. and White, L. 2004, Study of the Mitigation of Construction Impacts on
Archaeological Remains. Museum of London Archaeology Service (London)

Dawson, A and Hillhouse, S 2011 SPECTRUM 4.0: the UK Collections Management Standard. Collections Trust
http://www.collectionslink.org.uk/programmes/spectrum

DCMS 2008 Treasure Act 1996 Code of Practice (2nd Revision) England and Wales.
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/treasure-act-1996-code-of-practice-2nd-revision-england-and-wales

Dominic, D.F., Egan, K., Carney, C., Wolfe, P.J. & Boardman, M.R., 1995. Delineation of shallow stratigraphy
using ground penetrating radar. Journal of Applied Geophysics 34, 167-175

Eiteljorg, H, Fernie, K, Huggett, J and Robinson, D with Thomason, B 2011 ‘CAD: A Guide to Good Practice’, in
Archaeology Data Service / Digital Antiquity Guides to Good Practice. Archaeology Data Service, York
http://guides.archaeologydataservice.ac.uk/g2gp/Cad_Toc

English Heritage 2012 MIDAS: the UK Historic Environment Data Standard Version 1.1. Best practice guidelines.
Forum on Information Standards in Heritage (FISH) http://heritage-standards.org.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/10/MIDAS_Heritage_2012_update-_v5.doc

FAME 2006 Employment Practice Manual. Federation of Archaeological Managers and Employers

FAME 2006 Health and Safety in Field Archaeology Manual. Federation of Archaeological Managers and
Employers

Ferguson, L and Murray, D 1997 Archaeological Documentary Archives. IFA Professional Practice Paper 1,
Institute of Field Archaeologists, Reading

Gillings, M and Wise, A 2011 ‘GIS Guide to Good Practice’, in Archaeology Data Service / Digital Antiquity Guides
to Good Practice. Archaeology Data Service, York http://guides.archaeologydataservice.ac.uk/g2gp/Gis_Toc

Heritage Lottery Fund 2012 Conservation Plan Guidance. Heritage Lottery Fund
http://www.hlf.org.uk/HowToApply/goodpractice/Documents/Conservation_plan_guidance.pdf

Hodgson, J 2001 Archaeological reconstruction: illustrating the past. IFA Professional Practice Paper 5, Institute
of Field Archaeologists, Reading

Icon 2014 Icon Professional Standards: The professional standards of the Institute of Conservation (Icon).
Institute of Conservation, London http://icon.org.uk/system/files/documents/professional-standards-2016.pdf

Longworth, C and Wood, B 2000 Standards in Action Book 3: working with archaeology guidelines. Society of
Museum Archaeologists/ Museum Documentation Association

McKinley, JI and Roberts, C 1993 Excavation and Post-excavation Treatment of Cremated and Inhumed Human
Remains. Institute of Field Archaeologists Technical Paper No. 13, Reading

MGC 1992 Standards in the Museum Care of Archaeological Collections. Museums and Galleries Commission
http://www.collectionslink.org.uk/discover/site-information/484-standards-in-the-museum-care-of-archaeological-
collections

MPRG 2000 A Guide to the Classification of Medieval Ceramics. Medieval Pottery Research Group Occasional
Papers No. 1

MPRG 2001, Minimum Standards for the Processing, Recording, Analysis and Publication of Post-Roman
Ceramics. Medieval Pottery Research Group Occasional Paper No. 2
http://www.medievalpottery.org.uk/docs/Standards.pdf
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Nixon, T (ed) 2004 Preserving Archaeological Remains in situ. Proceedings of the 2nd Conference, 12–14
September 2001. Museum of London Archaeology Service (London)

Owen, J 1995 Towards an Accessible Archaeological Archive. The Transfer of archaeological archives to
museums. Guidelines for use in England, Northern Ireland, Scotland and Wales. Society of Museum
Archaeologists http://www.socmusarch.org.uk/docs/towardsaccessiblearchive.pdf

PCRG 2010 The Study of Later Prehistoric Pottery: General polices and guidelines for analysis and publication
(3rd edition). Prehistoric Ceramics Research Group Occasional Papers 1 & 2

PCRG, SGRP & MPRG 2016 A Standard for Pottery Studies in Archaeology. Prehistoric Ceramics Research
Group, Study Group for Roman Pottery, Medieval Pottery Research Group & Historic England, June 2016
http://romanpotterystudy.org/new/wp-content/uploads/2016/06/Standard_for_Pottery_Studies_in_Archaeology.pdf

Phillips, T and Creighton, J 2010 Employing people with disabilities: good practice guidance for archaeologists.
IfA Professional Practice Papers No 9, Institute for Archaeologists, Reading

RFG and FRG, 1993 Guidelines for the Preparation of Site and Assessments for all Finds other than Fired Clay
Vessels. Roman Finds Group and Finds Research Group

Schofield, AJ (ed) 1998 Interpreting Artefact Scatters. Oxbow Monograph 4, Oxford

SGRP 1994 Guidelines for the Archiving of Roman Pottery. Study Group for Roman Pottery
http://www.romanpotterystudy.org/SGRPPublications/GuidelinesArchivingRomanPot.pdf

SMA 1997 Selection, Retention, Dispersal of Archaeological Finds. Guidelines for use in England, Wales and
Northern Ireland (Revised). Society of Museum Archaeologists
http://www.socmusarch.org.uk/docs/selectionretentiondispersalofcollections1.pdf

Stanbridge, R 2005 Photogrammetry: A Practical Guide in The Building Conservation Directory.
http://www.buildingconservation.com/articles/photogram/photogrammetry.htm

UKIC 1983 Packaging and Storage of Freshly Excavated Artefacts from Archaeological Sites. (United Kingdom
Institute for Conservation, Conservation Guidelines No 2)

UKIC 1984 Environmental Standards for Permanent Storage of Excavated material from Archaeological Sites.
(United Kingdom Institute for Conservation, Conservation Guidelines No 3)

UKIC 1990 Guidance for Conservation Practice. United Kingdom Institute for Conservation

UKIC 1990 Guidelines for the Preparation of Excavation Archives for Long-term Storage. United Kingdom
Institute for Conservation Archaeology Section

UKIC 2001 Excavated Artefacts and Conservation. (United Kingdom Institute for Conservation, Conservation
Guidelines No 1, revised)

WAC 1989 The Vermillion Accord – Human Remains. Motion Approved at the First Inter-Congress on the
Disposal of the Dead. World Archaeology Congress, Vermillion, South Dakota

Watkinson, DE and Neal, V 2001 First Aid for Finds. RESCUE/United Kingdom Institute for Conservation

Willis, S 1997 (ed) Research Frameworks for the Study of Roman Pottery. Study Group for Roman Pottery

Young C 1980 Guidelines for the Processing and Publication of Roman Pottery. Department of the Environment
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Appendix B Figures
Figure 1: Site Location

Figure 2: Proposed development plans
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